
INTRO MICRO

Microeconomics is all about how individual actors make decisions. Learn how supply and demand determine prices,
how companies think about competition.

Complete, Cross-Referenced Index Our complete, cross-referenced index makes finding what you want much
easier than with a search "feature," and it illuminates relationships between topics as only a complete index
can. The experience of taking an economics class will help you decide whether its something you really want
to pursue. Practice Questions-with answers! Although I'm a macroeconomist myself, I think its usually better
to take microeconomics first. As an economist, I naturally think economics is a wonderful subject to study, but
sometimes students take the first class and find its not quite what they'd hoped or expected. Can't figure out
the graphs you drew in your notes? As a subscriber you'll have access to a complete online text and study
guide with features not possible in a printed text, including: Hundreds of Animated Graphics Animation
Sample Complex ideas and diagrams become easy to understand with our carefully constructed, dynamic
graphs. If you can't answer them, our complete explanations, with color diagrams where relevant, will clear
things up! Good luck - I hope you enjoy your classes! You'll find our explanations clear and complete, yet
concise and to-the-point, and illustrated with relevant examples. Practice Questions Sample Our practice
questions thoroughly challenge your knowledge. Econweb doesn't talk down to you, but we don't write like we
swallowed a thesaurus either. There are ideas in macroeconomics that rely on microeconomics, but not so
much vice versa. They aren't easy, but if you can answer them, you know your econ! That said, based on the
information in your question, I'd suggest that you go ahead and take introduction to microeconomics now, for
two reasons: 1. Best answer Colleges and universities vary in their requirements, recommendations and norms,
so I would recommend strongly that you get the advice of a faculty member - or, if you can't do that, a more
advanced economics student - who knows your institution. Current Events Analysis Current Event Sample
Our regularly added current events analyses with new diagrams created specifically for each article make the
connection between classroom tools and theory and real-world events easy to see. Learning from experience
whether you like it or not is valuable - either way - and you'd want to get that information as soon as you can
to inform your planning for the future.


